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This Whitepaper is being provided by RED PAD GAMES AG. for informational purposes only and is not a binding legal agreement. The purchase and supply
of RPGC are governed by our terms and conditions, which is a separate document that will be provided to purchasers who qualify to participate in the token
generation event. This Whitepaper may be amended from time to time.
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DISCLAIMER
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Please read this section and the following sections entitled “disclaimer of liability”, “no representations and
warranties”, “representations and warranties by you”, “cautionary note on forward-looking statements”, “third-party
information and no consent of other persons”, “terms used”, “no advice”, “no further information or update”,
“restrictions on distribution and dissemination”, “no offer of investment or registration” and “risks and uncertainties”
carefully. If you are in any doubt as to the action you should take, you should consult your legal, financial, tax or
other professional advisor(s).
This white paper is for informational purposes only. The information set forth below and elsewhere in this white
paper may not be exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship. While we make
every effort to ensure that all material in this white paper is accurate and up to date, such material in no way
constitutes the provision of professional advice. RPGC (hereinafter -RPGC) does not guarantee and accepts no legal
liability whatsoever arising from or connected to the accuracy, reliability, currency, or completeness of any material
contained in this white paper.

DISCLAIMER
Acceptance

No person is bound to enter into any
contract or binding legal commitment
concerning the sale and purchase of
the RPGC tokens and no
cryptocurrency or any other form of
payment is to be accepted based on
this Whitepaper.

Legal

No regulatory authority has examined or
approved of any of the information set out in
this Whitepaper. No such action has been or
will be taken under the laws, regulatory
requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The
publication, distribution or dissemination of
this Whitepaper does not imply that the
applicable laws, regulatory requirements or
rules have been complied with.
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Trancmission

This Whitepaper, any part
thereof and any copy thereof
must not be taken or transmitted
to any country where distribution
or dissemination of this
Whitepaper is prohibited or
restricted.

Liability

Interpretation

No part of this Whitepaper is to be reproduced, distributed or disseminated
without including this section and the following sections entitled “Disclaimer of
Liability”, “No Representations and Warranties”, “Representations and Warranties
By You”, “Cautionary Note On Forward-Looking Statements”, “Third-Party
Information and No Consent of Other Persons”, “Terms Used”, “No Advice”, “No
Further Information or Update”, “Restrictions On Distribution and Dissemination”,
“No Offer of Investment Or Registration” and “Risks and Uncertainties”.

To the maximum extent permitted by the
applicable laws, regulations and rules, the Po.et
Foundation shall not be liable for any indirect,
special, incidental, consequential or other losses of
any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including
but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits,
and loss of use or data), arising out of or in
connection with any acceptance of or reliance on
this Whitepaper or any part thereof by you.

Warranty

The RPGC Foundation does not make or
purport to make, and hereby disclaims,
any representation, warranty or
undertaking in any form whatsoever to
any entity or person, including any
representation, warranty or undertaking
concerning the truth, accuracy and
completeness of any of the information
set out in this Whitepaper.

INTRODUCTION
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RPGC is implemented on the Binance smart chain code base

Built as a standard protocol with modular features, it is designed to tackle the need for a compliant blockchain instrument for
the capital markets industry. Most notably, it is a blockchain-based tool to represent a transferable security instrument in a
given jurisdiction. This paper describes the code functionality in terms of features. And it explains the necessity of this
implementation as defined by Fintelum business needs within the Singapore laws. The paper assumes the readers have a
basic understanding of how cryptocurrencies work and what blockchains are. It also assumes the reader is familiar with the
basic functioning of capital markets and specifically the methods of fundraising and organized trading.

Concept

The entire concept of RPGC, from
ownership of virtual assets to its
decentralized operation, is that players’
assets are globally distributed and not
limited solely to gaming purposes.

Beta

RPGC-beta token
implemented on BEP20.

For improvement tokenomic
and listing on the exchanges.

Alfa

RPGC-alfa token implemented
on ERC-20.

It was issued for SEED round
and early investors.

ABOUT REDPAD GAMES STUDIO
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The Company is a video game development company based in Zurich, Switzerland.

Our team, with 18 years of experience in the gaming industry, has been involved in such projects as:

Game engine development
and optimization

Server part, creation of 3-D
environment models and
characters

Creation of 3-D models
of weapons

Creation of 3-D models
of environments

Military equipment digitization,
Creation of 3-D models 

of environments, weapons cybersports events, creation of 3-D
models of combat equipment
and characters

Additionally, we work with NVIDIA on the streaming service GeForce Now and visualization.

RedPad Games consists of 55 people.

Some employees work remotely from Spain, Australia, the USA, and CIS.

strategy
The Company is creating the bridge between
gamers and crypto communities through the
RedPad Games Coin - RPGC.

RPGC-alfa token implemented on ERC-20. It was issued
for SEED round and early investors

RPGC-beta token implemented on BEP20. For
improvement tokenomics and to listing on the exchanges.

products
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The main idea is to allow our clients the opportunity to earn
while playing our games and act as investors. We aim to create
a bridge between beginners and advanced e-sportsmen.

We create Market emission. It is limiting the volume of tokens to prevent
hyperinflation and depreciation at an early stage of Dustland's
development. In the future, when the company will develop and
increase the number of products and customers, we will use DAO
treasure. It’s accepts the unlock tokens of the economy by investors,
gamers and developers thru the voting system.

The Game is a 100% ready-to-launch product.


The first AAA game in the world that combines MMO,


worldwide within 3 years.

directly. Completion: 80%. The game is scheduled for release in 2023.

The gaming platformItcombines
the system
of the
cryptocurrency market and uses the RPGC gaming token
tied and
to the
payment
and
exchange.
marketplace
is a AAA product
with a high
graphic
RTS, RPG
Action.
During system
the game,
the the
player
can switchThe
from
RTS-style
allows you to: upload your
game
content,
buy
a seasonal combat pass and in-game items. Trading between
players
is carried
out at
with
RPGC
resolution,
created
by 55
developers
gameplay
to FPS-like
gaming
any an
time,
takingcommission.
control of their avatars

What is the DUSTLAND game?
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Concept

The main character is one of the survivors of a series of global catastrophes, a
person who is trying to find his place in this terrible new world.

The hero is forced to fight for his survival by searching for the necessary
resources to improve his clothing, weapons and shelter/base for one goal Survival

In this new world, resources are rare and everyone is fighting for survival.

The complete freedom the survivors have now in the absence of laws and
regulations has become a big problem. The easiest way to get what you need
is to kill whoever has it. That has consequences. But one way or another, the
hero has to find his own path. Scour the wasteland alone in search of
something valuable, create a gang and engage in robbery and murder, or
simply trade. It is important to remember that there is only one law in the
wasteland - each man save himself.
Third-person AAA-class MMO Action with Survival elements in a postapocalyptic setting.

Game
Theme
Freedom

Game
problem
Full freedom is anarchy

Pitch
"Multiplayer, Surviving,
Post-apocalypse"

Key Features

Free Access
The users of the Gaming platform RED
PAD GAMES STUDIO. The game is
community-based. Personal accounts
are located on the platform. The users
get the opportunity to use their
Personal Account on the RED PAD
GAMES STUDIO platform for free.
Access to the payment system opens
accounts for players or free members
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Payment system provides
When making a purchase using cryptocurrency as a
payment, the transaction goes through the payment
system at a f ixed exchange rate and is automatically
converted into the traditionally recognized f iat currency,
to avoid volatility in the cryptocurrency markets. The
option of the cryptocurrency payment system does not
automatically convert cryptocurrency to f iat currency but
allows you (clients) to store digital coins for as long as
you they wish inside their wallets.



to use the RPGc token.
Requesting a plastic and virtual card (the advantage is
the security of cashless payments on the World Wide
Web). The fact is that a virtual card can be made once-

Easy to Join

off for a specif ic payment. Therefore, even if hackers get
its data, they will not be able to use it.



It's easy to join the RED PAD
GAMES STUDIO community.

Possibility The opportunity of obtaining a loan


All that is required is to

Transfers between users of the payment system


download and install the latest

Creation of an account for inter-user settlements


version of the Personal

Receiving and withdrawing cashback credits

Account.

GAME MARKETPLACE
& MONETIZATION
Charecter customization

Armor & cars

— Tatoos

— Modules skins

— Change of appearance

— Full-pack skins

— Unique hairstyles

— Accessories

Seasonal battle pass

In-game items
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Downloadable

content

Player-to-player trade

with RPG commision

The design
of the RPGC token emphasizes the right of each node to act at its sole discretion in the affairs of the community. This
allows the RPGC Marketplace to independently adjust and debug the token price as close to its market/internal price as
possible. Just as the market economy surpasses the planned economy, it would be better to leave the formation of the
market to the participating nodes, rather than allowing RPC to moderate it alone. This is the world’s first gaming
platform system combined with a cryptocurrency market system, and it uses a gaming token as a cryptocurrency, tied
to a payment system and an exchange.

monetization of RPGC
Product sale

Sell Skins

In-game features

— Standard - game

— Weapon

— Audio

— Premium - game + battle 

pass 1 month

— Vehicle

— Interactions

— Clothing

— In-game service

— Character

— Downloadable content

— Accessories

— Advertising in users feed 

of popular brands

— Deluxe - game + battle 

pass 1 month + unique skins
— Battle pass - monthly

and yearly
Price

— Environment tools

— Sponsor events
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Monetization for users
— Opportunity to sell in-game items on the marketplace
skins, special weapons found in dungeons, vehicles
— Easter egg rewards twice per year
— Airdrops daily
— Support of other users
— Participate in monthly game events
— Sell accounts on the marketplace

range: 25-70$
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market needs
2023

$155 MLN

2028
2033
Business opportunities
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IN REVENUE

$6 BLN

$12 BLN

IN REVENUE

IN REVENUE

Redpad Games studio focuses on MMO, MMORPG and Cybersport games. We are planning to have a share of around 7.7% of the MMO games market by 2027, with an
estimated value of 6$ bin. We aim double it to 2032. We ait to reach these targets by launching new game products and creating crypto tokens to accompany these launches7

TOKENOMICS
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7InitialBLN
RGPC
issue emission
318
MLN
RPGC
Dustland market emission
6.7
BLN
RPGC
Treasure
Treasure is intended for a vesting period of 10 years,
the tokens will go to future games.

Game sales liquidity

2 MLN 
Closed

Seed community

Price 0, 5$
lockup 7, 7% at the TGE
unlock 7, 7% monthly

3 MLN 
60% closed

Strategic round

5 MLN 
50% closed

Private round

20 MLN

IDO, IEO

30$ of all game sales will be used for RPGC repurchase. Any RPGC bought this way, will be burned.

Price 0, 5$
lockup 7, 7% at the TGE
unlock 7, 7% monthly
Price 0, 7$
lockup 7, 7% at the TGE
unlock 7, 7% monthly
Public round

Price 1$
lockup 20% at the TGE
unlock 10% monthly

token allocation

of market emission
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37.74%

30.82%

11.01%

11.01%

9.42%

play to earn

marketing
& rewards

core team

partners

& advisors

tokensale

(sum of the all rounds)

strategic plan of rpgc
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Game sales liquidity: 30% of all game sales will be used for RPGC repurchase. Any RPGC bought this way, will be burned. 
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Marketing and Rewards

Smart contract address BEP-20: 0xF6A85ca63f52e9886585934754eC5065292C908D
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Core Team

team of rpgc
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RedPad Games is based in Zurich, Switzerland. 

Our team, with 18 years of experience in the gaming industry, has been involved in such projects as:

Game engine development
and optimization

Fazylov Vildan
CEO

Server part, creation of 3-D
environment models and
characters

v niy

Ye ge

CPO

v ov

Ne er

Alexei Kirillin
CBDO

Creation of 3-D models
of environments

Creation of 3-D models
of weapons

ndrei

A

ovski

Petr

ead of the crypto
department
H

Military equipment digitization,
Creation of 3-D models 

of environments, weapons cybersports events, creation of 3-D
models of combat equipment
and characters

Abzal Mynbayev

nternational lawyer

I

We work closely with AMAZON on server
architecture and network infrastructure


Dustland market emission

Dustland market emission

Kirill Scherba

Anatoly Makeev

Chief Technology
Officer

ead of AWS

Development
H

Roadmap
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Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2-4

Q1

Q2

2022

2022

2023

2023

2024

2024

Dustland

Dustland

Dustland

Dustland

Cube Game

Cube Game

Marketing company starts
Strategic Fulfill Private
Round: attract partners
and advisors

Game release on the
PC

Mobile version
launching

Console version
launching

Marketing company
starts

Release Cube Game

Token RPGC


WarTide Worlds

WarTide Worlds

Dustland

Release Game Start Play
and Earn Segment
Pre listing campaign
Streaming
marketing events
Listing tier 1 tier 2 Binance

Marketing company starts

Mobile version launching
Release on the PC

Launch Dustland VR
Game 


WarTide Worlds
Console version
launching

Token RPGC

Marketing events
Staking for Early Investors
TGE Dex Pancakes Lab

Mars Dao 1 Inch Market
Makers Events



TGE

Token RPGC

By Back Early events 30%
from Games Sales
Test Game Bank

Token RPGC

Launch exchange
for gamers

Token RPGC

Gold Token Support

defenition of terms

/ glossary
AML

Anti-Money Laundering is a legal framework that imposes
obligations on financial and other institutions to prevent the
legalisation of criminal proceeds.

Bitcoin

Оpen-source blockchain and currency governed by a
decentralised consensus system with a cryptographically
secured network.
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ICO

PEP

KYC

Securities laws

Initial Coin Offering is a campaign of primary
issuance and distribution of utility tokens.

(Know Your Customer) - a legal framework
that requires financial and other institutions to
collect personally identifiable information
about its customers.

Politically Exposed Person, refers to someone who
holds a prominent public position, as well as their
family members and close associates.

A certain and jurisdiction-variable set of regulations
focusing upon issuance and transfer of financial
instruments.

Coin

OTC

Security token

Ethereum

P2P

Smart contract

Unit of an asset on a blockchain, typically referred to as a
means of value transfer for the underlying blockchain.

An open-source, blockchain-based platform that enables
execution of smart contracts and transferability of Ethereum
blockchain-based digital assets.

Utility token

Digital asset intended for use on a platform or network in

exchange for a specific product or service from the issuer or
other users.

Over-The-Counter refers to trades taking
place outside of centralised exchanges.

Peer-to-peer refers to decentralised softwarebased trade execution and trade settlement
on the Ethereum blockchain, with a centrally
governed KYC/AML compliance process.

Token

Unit of an asset on a blockchain with
defined smart-contract functionality.

Dustland security is a security token registered exemption according to the Reg D
in SEC, USA. RPGC is a payment token on the Red Pad Games Ecosystem.

A digital asset, which represents an investment
contract (financial instrument) and is regulated by
the respective jurisdiction's securities laws.

Programmable transaction protocol that executes
a set of defined terms as functions.

Solidity

A programming language that is designed to create
Ethereum blockchain-based smart contracts.

US
United States of America.
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contact

information
redpadgames

reddit.com/r/redpadgames

redpadgames

redpadgames

discord.gg/rbh3eEV8Ka

redpadgames

